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The Listening Post is the OARC
newsletter for OARC members. The LP
will be distributed electronically via Email (www.oarc.org).
Editor: Ed Thralls NE4H.
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From the President’s Desk (Continued from Previous Page)
At the November meeting, our guest speaker will be Dr Bob Heil, K9EID of Heil
Sound. Bob will be doing a presentation on “Optimizing your Signals”. Bob last
presented to the club in April and his presentation was well received. We’re excited
that Bob will be joining us via Zoom to do this presentation. It would be great to
have a full house between being in person at the fairgrounds or on Zoom. With
Orange Counties Covid-19 positivity rate less than 4% now, come out and join us at
the fairgrounds. We miss seeing everyone in person. In the craft building we have
more open space then we did at the Beardall Center. This gives us the opportunity to
spread the chairs out more. Feel free to social distance and wear a mask if you would
like. We’ll even have mask onsite in case you need one, plus hand sanitizer.
As a reminder, our monthly test session starts at 5:30p and our membership meeting
begins at 7:30p. Both are located at the Central Florida Fairgrounds Craft Building.
November’s meeting will be the last meeting that you can pick up your Christmas
Dinner/Party tickets in person. You do have until Tuesday November 16th to purchase
them online. They are available at oarc.org/events-christmas-party.
If you are new member and never been to our club’s Christmas Party, it is a very
extravagant event. We ask that everyone bring a small, unwrapped toy for Toys for
Tots. Dinner is catered in by TooJays Deli. We have Turkey, Ham and Beef available,
along with all the trimmings. We have 3 exquisite dessert tables, filled with many
homemade goodies. After dinner, we hold our annual awards ceremony. Then we give
out some great gifts (door prizes). I’m finally able to announce that our grand prize
is an ICOM ID-5100A. We also give away all the center pieces on the tables. All of
this for only $10 per member/spouse. Non-members are $25 each. You don’t want
to miss out. The Christmas Party/Dinner is on Saturday December 4 at the Knights of
Columbus Hall, near Colonial and Semoran. The event page listed above has all the
details.
We don’t have a December meeting, but we do have a test session on December 1.
This applies to the December test session only, it will be held at the Orange County
EOC, located at 6590 Amory Ct., Winter Park. This is in the area of University Blvd
and Forsyth Rd. This test session will start at 5:30 pm. More info will be sent out in
November about this test session, including a link to sign up for it. We are excited to
announce that OARC has teamed up with Exam Tools and Ham Study to bring a
paperless test session. This will start at the December test session.
73

John Knott, N4JTK
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November Meeting Information
The November meeting of the Orlando Amateur Radio Club will be on Wednesday
November 3, 2021. It will be held in the Craft Building at the Central Florida
Fairgrounds, 4603 West Colonial Dr, Orlando FL 32808. This will our last club
meeting for the year 2021. Hope you will consider being at the meeting in person.
All indicators for COVID are looking good. Positivity rate is nearing 5%. If you wish,
wear a mask; several of us will be wearing a mask too.
The meeting will begin at 7:30pm. There is an Amateur Radio Test Session at the
same location at 5:30pm. Take the Technician Class, General Class, and/or Extra
Class exams. For more information, go to www.oarc.org/events-ve-testing
The Craft Building is where the gold star is on the map on the next page. Please
enter/exit the fairgrounds at the East gate (green starburst) and please park in one of
the two fields with the green check marks.
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Our Club is Growing – New Members and
Birthdays
(By Rick Peron, KM4KQQ, Membership Chairman)

KO4TVR Kenneth Arnold/Tech
KO4TVQ Michael Kirst/Tech
KO4TVW Russell Mercer/Tech
KO4TVP Miguel Roca/Tech
KO4HFL Rogelio Sanchez/Gen
KO4TVU Michael Wilkinson/Tech

KO4IML JB Bolechala
KN4FDP Timothy Daniel
KF4LTF Michael Devine
NF2F Fred Fitte
KO4DLE John Herring
W4KBW Bob Nocero
KO4RWO Jean-Paul Vega

AA4CB Chris Bloxsom/Extra
KO4TVT Ken Larrabee/Gen
KG7BXS Jose Puente/Gen
WA2MMY Bonnie-Jo Roux/Tech
KB2AS Karl Sutherland/Extra

November Birthdays
KO4SNK Kevin Bruffett
N0XIA James Deuel
KN4ZXK Peter Eberley
AE4NT Ben Goldfarb
W9KCM Chuck Maris
WB4OMM Steve Szabo
KO4JKK Tiago Watzko

October Volunteer Examiner Report
(by Bob Cumming, W2BZY)

The Orlando Amateur Radio Club VE Team congratulates the following people who
earned new or upgrades amateur radio licenses at the October 6, 2021, session:
Amateur Extra Class
Nothing to report

General Class
Kenny Larrabee KO4TVT
James Laskowski KO4TCT
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Technician Class (New)
Miguel Roca KO4TP
Michael Kirst KO4TVQ
Kenneth Arnold KO4TVR
Michael Wilkinson KO4TVU
Edward Lavao KO4TVV

Russell Mercer KO4TVW
Wade Hampton KO4TVX
Listen for these new hams to “get on the air” once their license is in the data base. Be
sure to welcome them to a wonderful hobby and a whole new world!
The Orlando Amateur Radio Club holds a Ham Radio License Exam Session the first
Wednesday of each month just prior to our club meeting. Testing begins at 5:30pm.
You can always check out our website at OARC.org for the latest information.
FYI: Extra Class License classes tentatively planned by The Villages Amateur Radio
Club (TVARC). Classes will be Monday evenings from 6:00 PM to 8:45 PM, starting
January 31st plus a test night on March 7th, 2022. Classes will be held in the
Eisenhower Regional Recreation Center, 3560 Buena Vista Blvd., in The Villages,
Florida 32163. TVARC classes are completely free and open to the public, even the
books we use are free.
Registration: https://www.k4vrc.com/class-enrollment.html
Extra Class Study Guide:
https://www.k4vrc.com/uploads/7/8/8/6/78865320/extra_workshop_course_book_21
0609.pdf
Questions / Contact Person: Brad KN9B Email: kn9b@arrl.net

Christmas Party
This year’s Christmas Party will be on Saturday, December 4, 2021!
The Christmas Party will be at the Knights of Columbus Hall 5727 Cornelia Ave,
Orlando FL 32807. Doors open at 6pm! Dinner served at 7pm, with awards program
to follow. We need donations for the dessert table. Please bring a small sample of
your favorite dessert to share. All inquiries about dessert should be directed to Ana
Groe. You can email what you are bringing to Ana at agroe@oarc.org.
Once again, we will be collecting toys for the United
States Marine Corps Toys 4 Tots program. Please bring
a small, unwrapped toy for under privileged children of
Central Florida.
Tickets are $10 each for members and spouse and they
will be available at the November meeting. Nonmembers tickets are $25 each. Tickets will not be
available for sale at the door! Don’t miss out on the
best Christmas Party of the year! We’ll have plenty of door prizes.
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Just a reminder, the last chance to purchase your Christmas party tickets at a
meeting is coming up on November 3. You can also purchase your tickets online by
going to https://oarc.org/events-christmas-party.
Cutoff for online ticket sales is Tuesday November 16. If you want to mail a check,
please mail to: OARC Christmas Party, PO Box 574962, Orlando, FL 32857.
Checks also must be received by Tuesday November 16.

2022 ARRL National Convention Emergency
Communications Training Track
(The ARES Letter for October 20, 2021)

Plan on attending the 2022 ARRL National Convention, set to take place at Orlando
HamCation® on February 11 - 13. A day-long workshop on emergency
communications is scheduled as one of the training tracks that will be offered as part
of the National Convention program that will precede HamCation on Thursday,
February 10. The training presentations will feature current protocols, techniques, and
responsibilities for the modern volunteer radio operator serving partner agencies and
organizations. The presenters are all subject-matter experts. Topics to be covered
include the ARES, AUXCOMM, and Florida Emergency Communicator Position Task
Books, an overview of amateur radio responses to disasters, basic voice traffic
handling with hands-on voice traffic net/message transfer practice, using the ICS-213
form, Winlink's ARDOP (Amateur Radio Digital Open Protocol) and VARA protocols,
and the Radio Mail Server (RMS) hybrid internet/HF radio gateway system. The event
will be held on Thursday, February 10, 2022 at the Doubletree by Hilton Orlando at
SeaWorld. Participants should arrive at the hotel, check in at 8 AM, and be in seats by
8:30 AM. A National Convention Luncheon (for everyone) runs from noon to 1 PM in
the banquet room. The track ends at 5 PM.
(Note from Editor: No registration information was provided with this article.)
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Enjoy Two Weekends of Fun During the ARRL
November Sweepstakes
(The ARRL Letter for October 21, 2021)

The ARRL November Sweepstakes (SS) weekends loom large on the amateur radio
contest horizon. The CW weekend is November 6 - 8, while the phone weekend is
November 20 - 22. Both events begin on Saturday at 2100 UTC and conclude on
Monday at 0259 UTC.
The SS offers operating categories for every preference. The goal for many seasoned
SS operators is to complete a "clean sweep" by contacting all 84 ARRL and Radio
Amateurs of Canada (RAC) Sections. Canada's
Prince Edward Island province joined the list last
year. Most SS operators try to run up the contact
and multiplier counts and stay in the chair for the
full 24 (out of 30) allowable hours.
The competition can be fierce, and the pileups can
be huge. In 2020, ARRL received 1,445 logs for the
CW event and 2,046 for the phone event.
Some Sections are harder to contact than others.
Northern Territories (NT) is always a challenge, but
there's a slim chance that snagging NT could be
easier this year.
Gerry Hull, W1VE (also VE1RM), is hoping to operate
as VY1AAA for both weekends, using "J" Allen's,
VY1JA, Yukon Territory station remotely from the US.
Now in his mid-70s, Allen essentially retired from
ham radio a few years ago due to health issues, but
he's bounced back this year with renewed
enthusiasm and working to get a station and
antennas ready for Hull to operate. At this point, he's
sorting through a backyard scrap pile that includes
tower sections he had up in the past. He wants to get
80 - 100 feet assembled and clamped to a sturdy
The VY1JA tower boneyard. utility pole. Hull says Allen is committed to the task.
[Photo courtesy of J Allen,
VY1JA]
"VY1JA is now in re-construction," Allen says on his
QRZ.com profile. "There is only a small chance that it
will be done and on the air for SS CW this year. If so, signals may be weaker than in
the past, with only a 100 W Omni VII and wire antennas. Plans for building an amp
failed, and antenna work has taken far longer than expected."
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Hull said if Allen does manage to erect the antenna support tower, VY1AAA will have
inverted V antennas for 20 and 40 meters, which Hull considers "the money bands
from Yukon on CW."
"So, hoping for good weather and good health for J, and then we might have VY1AAA
on for the masses for SS CW," he said. Hull said if the CW weekend is successful, he'll
consider also operating in the phone event.
Other difficult Sections to contact include Delaware, Puerto Rico, the US Virgin
Islands, Pacific, and North Dakota. (Alaska, Hawaii and other US territories in the
ARRL Pacific Section, Puerto Rico, and the US Virgin Islands count as W/VE stations,
not as DX, for the SS.)
Contesters, especially the less experienced, often want to know how to handle
duplicate contacts (dupes). It's almost a given that this will happen in SS. While some
operators still set up a "hot key" to send "WKD B4" on CW when encountering a dupe,
current best practice is to work the apparent dupe, log it, and move on. While dupes
don't earn any points, they also don't mean you'll incur a NIL (not-in-log) penalty if
the apparent dupe did not log the initial contact for one reason or another.
The SS exchange is patterned on traffic-handling
terminology. For both the CW and phone events,
stations exchange a sequential serial number (no
leading zeros are required), an operating category
(precedence), call sign, the last two digits of the
year first licensed (check), and ARRL/RAC Section.
Most areas of the US change from Daylight Saving
Time to Standard Time at 2 AM local time on
November 7, by moving clocks back 1 hour. UTC is
not affected.
Logs are due within 7 days after the event is over. Certificates will be awarded in the
top operator CW and Phone scores in each category in each ARRL/RAC Section and
Division, and plaques will be awarded to the Overall and Division winners. Icom
America is the principal awards sponsor.
An operating guide that relates some of the history and evolution of these North
American contests is available under "Operating Guidelines" on the ARRL November
Sweepstakes page.
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ARRL, RSGB Announce Joint Events to
Celebrate Centenary of Ham Radio
Transatlantic Success
(The ARRL Letter for September 23, 2021)

ARRL and the Radio Society of Great Britain will jointly sponsor events to celebrate
the achievement of transatlantic communications by radio amateurs 100 years ago.
In December 1921, ARRL sent Paul F. Godley, 2ZE, as its representative to listen for
amateur signals from North America during the Second
Transatlantic Tests. Setting up his listening station in Ardrossan,
on the west coast of Scotland, Godley received the signals of
more than 2 dozen US amateur radio stations, the first on
December 12 (UTC) from 1BCG in Connecticut, operated by
members of the Radio Club of America. The message read: "Nr
1 NY ck 12 to Paul Godley, Ardrossan, Scotland. Hearty
Congratulations. (Signed) Burghard Inman Grinan Armstrong
Amy Cronkhite."
These successful transatlantic tests and the ones that followed
spurred technological advances and new global wireless
distance records. Several amateur radio operating events this
year and next will commemorate the centenary of these
significant milestones that heralded the dawn of two-way
international amateur radio communication.
ARRL and RSGB will activate special
event stations for 6 hours (0200 0800 UTC) on December 12 for the 160-meter
Transatlantic Centenary QSO Party. RSGB will activate
GB2ZE from Scotland, with a team of stations from the
GMDX Group sharing operating duties. ARRL will activate
W1AW. The stations will operate only on CW. If
transatlantic propagation holds up, the stations may
continue to operate beyond 0800 UTC.
The GMDX Group of Scotland will award a quaich -- a
traditional Scottish drinking cup representing friendship -to the first stations in North America and the UK to
complete contacts with both W1AW and GB2ZE during the
QSO party. A commemorative certificate will be available
for download.
Paul Godley, 2ZE
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RSGB and ARRL are also organizing an international amateur radio marathon on the
HF bands to commemorate transatlantic tests held between 1921 and 1923. The
Transatlantic Centenary Marathon will take place in December 2022. The objective will
be to mark these historic events by encouraging all radio amateurs to get on the air.
Event details are pending.
ARRL and RSGB have assembled a list of stations and groups that are also organizing
events and activities to celebrate 100 years of amateur radio transatlantic
communication. For more information, visit arrl.org/transatlantic and
rsgb.org/transatlantic-tests. The sites also include links to many previously published
articles and presentations covering the historic tests.
Additional events and commemorations include:








Radio Club of America (RCA) Transatlantic QSO Party, 1200 UTC on
November 13 to 0400 UTC on November 14, 2021 (16 hours total). The QSO
party commemorates the contribution of members of the Radio Club of America
who constructed and operated the 1BCG transmitter site in Greenwich,
Connecticut, that sent the first message received by Paul Godley, 2ZE, in
Scotland.
W1AW Commemorative Transatlantic QSL Card. Stations making contact
with the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Station, W1AW, between December 11,
2021, and December 31, 2022, qualify to receive a commemorative W1AW QSL
card. US stations should QSL with a self-addressed, stamped envelope;
international stations should QSL via the Bureau.
The 2021 ARRL 160-Meter Contest, 2200 UTC on December 3 - 1559 UTC
on December 5. This 42-hour, CW-only contest is most similar to the original
Transatlantic Tests of the early 1920s. Stations in the US and Canada work each
other as well as DXCC entities. RSGB is planning to activate one of the original
call signs used in the Transatlantic Tests, with up to seven different prefixes
from the UK and Crown Dependencies. Look for G6XX (England); GD6XX (Isle
of Man); GI6XX (Northern Ireland); GJ6XX (Jersey); GM6XX (Scotland); GU6XX
(Guernsey), and GW6XX (Wales).
Special Event GB1002ZE, December 1 - 26, 2021. The Crocodile Rock
Amateur Group (CRAG) based near Ardrossan, Scotland, will activate the special
event station GB1002ZE to commemorate the successful reception of amateur
transatlantic signals by Paul Godley, 2ZE, in 1921. The RSGB encourages
stations in the UK and Crown Dependencies to append the suffix "/2ZE" to their
station's normal call sign throughout the period, as authorized by UK regulator
Ofcom.
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ARISS Seeks Hosts for Ham Radio Contacts
with Space Station Crew
(The ARRL Letter for September 30, 2021)

Starting on October 1, Amateur Radio on the International Space Station (ARISS) will
accept applications from US schools, museums, science centers, and community
youth organizations (individually or working together) interested in hosting amateur
radio contacts with crew members on the International
Space Station (ISS). Contacts will be scheduled
between July 1 and December 31, 2022. Crew
scheduling and ISS orbits will determine the exact
contact dates. ARISS is looking for organizations that
will draw a sizeable number of participants and
integrate the contact into a well-developed education
plan.
The deadline to submit is November 24. Proposal
information and more details, including expectations,
proposal guidelines, and a proposal form are on the ARISS-US website. An ARISS
introductory webinar session will be held on October 7 at 8 PM ET (2400 UTC). Sign
up for the webinar via Eventbrite.
Each year, ARISS provides tens of thousands of students with opportunities to learn
about space technologies and communications through amateur radio. Crew members
aboard the ISS will participate in scheduled amateur radio contacts. These contacts
are approximately 10 minutes long and allow students to interact with the astronaut
through a question-and-answer session.
The program offers learning opportunities by connecting students to orbiting
astronauts through a partnership that includes ARRL,
AMSAT, and NASA, as well as other amateur radio
organizations, and space agencies in Russia, Canada,
Japan, and Europe. The program's goal is to inspire
students to pursue interests and careers in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), as
well as amateur radio.
"Educators overwhelmingly report that student
participation in the ARISS program stimulates interest in
STEM subjects and in STEM careers," ARISS said in their
announcement regarding the contact opportunities.
ARISS says enthusiasm sparked by a school contact may
also lead to an interest in ham radio among students and
to the creation of ham radio clubs in schools. Some
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educators have even become radio amateurs after experiencing a contact with an ISS
crew member.
ARISS is celebrating 20 years of continuous amateur radio operations on the ISS.
Contact ARISS-US for additional information.

ARRL Continues Its Efforts to Preserve
Amateur Radio Secondary Use of the 3 GHz
Band
(The ARRL Letter for October 7, 2021)

ARRL President Rick Roderick, K5UR, in a written statement on the newly filed
H.R.5378 before the US House Commerce Communications and Technology
Subcommittee on Wednesday, urged Congress to
direct the FCC to preserve amateur radio's secondary
use of the 3-GHz band. President Roderick's statement
was the result of a quick, well-organized response by
ARRL to counter the continuing threat to amateur
radio's secondary use of the 3 GHz band.
Approximately 10 days ago, ARRL became aware of a
provision in the $3.5 Billion Budget Reconciliation Bill
that would have required that approximately 200 MHz
of the 3.1 - 3.45-GHz band be reallocated to the use
of 5G vendors. Moving swiftly, the ARRL Executive Committee authorized ARRL's
Washington Counsel to begin preparations to respond. But, confronted with the
probable delay of the Reconciliation Bill and an uncertain future for the 3 GHz
provisions, Subcommittee Chairman Michael Doyle (D-PA-18) and Representative
Doris Matsui (D-CA-6) introduced similar reallocation language on September 29 as
H.R.5378 (117th Congress, 1st Session) and scheduled hearings on it and related
communications bills for October 6.
The Executive Committee and the Legislative Advocacy Committee immediately set
efforts in motion in Washington to obtain support for ARRL's position. Meetings were
held on short notice to request support with the offices of Subcommittee members
including Representatives Adam Kinzinger (R-IL-16) and Tim Walberg (R-MI-7), as
well as with Representatives John Larson (D-CT-1) and Joe Courtney (D-CT-2).
In addition, ARRL Atlantic Division Vice Director Bob Famiglio, K3RF, and ARRL
Washington Counsel David Siddall, K3ZJ, met with Chairman Doyle's Chief of Staff on
October 1, to explain why it's important that amateur radio continue to be permitted
to operate in the 3.3 - 3.45-GHz band.
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In his written statement to the Subcommittee in conjunction
with the hearing, President Roderick emphasized that
permitting Amateur Radio to continue to have use of the 3.3 3.45-GHz band on a strictly secondary, non-interfering basis
will provide full protection to commercial licensees with
exclusive licenses and further the public interest in providing
a means for continued technological innovation.
Despite vigorous opposition from ARRL and others, the FCC in
2020 ordered the "sunsetting" of the 3.3 - 3.5 GHz band in
order to auction the spectrum to commercial 5G providers.
The Commission allowed amateur operations to continue in
the lower 150 megahertz of the band, 3.3 - 3.45 GHz, until it
acts in a future rulemaking to address that spectrum.
ARRL President
Amateur operations were allowed to continue in the upper 50
Rick Roderick,
megahertz, 3.45 - 3.5 GHz, only until 90 days after the
K5UR.
auction including that spectrum has closed. The auction
began this week; it is likely that operations will have to cease in February or March,
2022.
"A core standard of spectrum policy should be to maximize use of this valuable but
finite spectrum resource," President Roderick told the panel. "The [FCC] in earlier
proceedings adopted a variety of methods to share and maximize use of the spectrum
by radio amateurs and others, but in its latest 3 GHz proceeding it did not do so,
despite hundreds of comments filed by radio amateurs."
President Roderick said that if the current policy continues, existing spectrum at 3
GHz being addressed in H.R.5378 "will be cleared indiscriminately," leaving
"significant spectrum resources vacant into the foreseeable future while radio amateur
experimentation and operation will be forced to cease for no reason except regulatory
myopia. It need not be so."
President Roderick pointed out that in earlier proceedings, the FCC adopted methods
to ensure unencumbered spectrum access by primary users while accommodating
secondary users on a non-interference basis. "These methods work well and remain
effective without complaint in other frequency bands, and also should be applied to
the 3 GHz band," he said.
Primary commercial users "would rarely use all of their licensed spectrum throughout
their entire licensed service areas," President Roderick said. In its recent 3 GHz
proceeding, however, the FCC "went beyond merely prohibiting amateur operations in
areas and at times when primary Commission licensees might use the spectrum,"
ruling instead that all amateur operation in the subband being auctioned must
terminate within 90 days of the auction's close. President Roderick told the FCC that it
is not logical for the Commission to leave spectrum unused before licensees start
using it.
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He said there is no technical basis for removing amateur secondary operations from
the 3 GHz band where radio amateurs "long have used the bits and pieces of unused
spectrum for technological innovation."
H.R.5378 is not yet law, and ARRL's efforts to preserve amateur radio access to 3.3 3.45 on a secondary basis will continue. Read an expanded version.

AWA Video: SSB was Slow to Catch On as a
Ham Radio Mode
(The ARRL Letter for September 23, 2021)

Hams are often early adopters of new technology, such as FT8, but this was not the
case with single sideband (SSB) amplitude modulation. First referenced in Major
General George Squier's 1911 patent that had nothing to do with RF applications, SSB
didn't really catch on as a popular ham radio phone mode until
the 1960s.
Antique Wireless Association (AWA) museum curator Ed Gable,
K2MP, recounted "The History of Single Sideband" as part of the
inaugural "AWA Shares" program, presented on August 19.
Gable described Squier as an "early idea man" in the history of
SSB at a time when hams had hardly adopted AM in any form.
As Gable explained, John Renshaw Carson built on Squier's
patents to define the principles of SSB radio transmission
theory, using a balanced modulator and filters. AT&T went all in
with SSB, basing its first long-haul telephone system on the technology. Its SSB voice
service to Europe, which kicked off in 1923, lasted for more than 3 decades. A
receiving site in Scotland took advantage of Beverage antennas put in place for the
ARRL transatlantic tests.
Gable credited Robert M. Moore, W6DEI, with introducing
SSB to the ham radio community, through an article in
R9 Magazine in the early 1930s. The technology
remained more of a curiosity, however, in part because
of the Great Depression, cost, and technical difficulty.
Besides, hams of that era saw no real advantage to
narrowband modes, since bands were not that crowded.
The mood began to change after World War II, though.
In 1948, Oswald Villard, W6QIT, engineered the airing of
SSB signals via Stanford University's W6YX, reintroducing the mode to a burgeoning and more technically savvy post-war ham
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community that included a lot of veterans. A 1950 GE Ham News article by Don
Norgaard, W2KUJ, described plans for a 5 W, three-tube SSB transmitter he dubbed
"The SSB Jr."
Expanding on this, Central Electronics' Wes Schum,
W9DYV, built the first SSB exciter, the 10A, in 1952,
and it became the company's first product, spawning
a series of successor products that included a VFO
based on a modified BC-458 military surplus
transmitter, an "SSB slicer" for receiving, and even a
linear. SSB equipment was neither inexpensive nor
accessible, however.
The Central Electronics
"Cheap and Easy S.S.B." by Anthony Vitale, W2EWL,
Model 20A.
which appeared in QST in 1956, spoke to hams'
attitudes, helping to advance the adoption of SSB among radio amateurs. Byron
Goodman, W1DX, addressed receiver improvements with his QST article, "The
Product Detector."
In the same decade, General Curtis LeMay,
K3JUY/K4RFA, promoted the advantages of SSB to
the military, heralding a phase-out of AM as the
dominant voice technology. Many hams were not
convinced of SSB's advantages, deriding the signals
as sounding like Donald Duck. Adoption didn't really
take off until the Collins KWM-1 came along in 1957.
It was the first SSB transceiver to share receiver and
transmitter circuitry. Heathkit, Viking, and B&W
produced SSB adapters for use with current AM gear.

The Collins KWM-1 is
considered the first "true"
transceiver, sharing
receive and transmit
circuitry.

Other manufacturers including National and Swan
came along to further boost adoption of the mode,
and it wasn't that many years before SSB eclipsed AM as the predominant voice mode
on the HF bands.

The Premiere of NIGHT, the Movie
(The ARRL Letter for October 7, 2021)

During the Edmond (Oklahoma) Amateur Radio Society's ARRL Field Day 2021,
Marcus Sutliff, N5ZY, spoke with visitors from John D'Aquino's Young Actors
Workshop (YAW) and learned of their plans to make a short film in which amateur
radio plays a role, and that they needed some help. The filming was to take place in
Stillwater, Oklahoma, and they needed someone with film or video experience and
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someone who could serve as a technical advisor. Kevin O'Dell, N0IRW -- a member of
the ARRL Public Relations Committee -- became involved in the project, and in short
order, he was able to assemble radios and props, consult on the script, and get ready
for a long day of filming.
The film's purpose is to give aspiring young
actors a chance to hone their craft in a real
movie environment. Thanks to the Oklahoma
Film and Music Office, they were able to shoot
three movie shorts in Oklahoma. In the Camp
Hollywood 2021 film NIGHT, the young actors
mature as the movie progresses.
The story begins on a day when the sun
mysteriously has failed to rise. One character
mentions firing up grandpa's ham radio. His
younger brother reminds him that he once called
Ham radio provides a tenuous
ham radio "the dinosaur's internet," but now it
link to the outside world in the
could be one source of help or information. The
film mystery. (Note Kevin
actual internet is down, along with power,
O'Dell's, N0IRW, QSL card at
telephones, and apparently satellites. All the
the upper left.)
adults are conveniently absent. The ending will
leave you hoping for NIGHT 2. The movie
premiered recently and is now available on YouTube as a 34-minute short.
O'Dell stars as the ham radio voice of Colonel. He and Sutliff appear in the credits, so
stay through the end.
O'Dell got a shout-out from ARRL Oklahoma Section Manager Mark Kleine, N5HZR.
"Thanks, Kevin, for putting a great light on amateur radio," he said.

Can an Amateur Radio Handheld Stop a Train?
Texas Club Averts a Train Disaster
(The ARES Letter for October 20, 2021)

Every year in the city of Weatherford (Parker County), Texas, the Peach Festival is
held. As part of the festival, a bicycle ride - the Peach Pedal -- is conducted,
supported by the cooperative efforts of local amateur radio clubs and their volunteers.
This year, the Tri-County Amateur Radio Club of Azle, Texas, performed the pre-event
legwork and organized the net control operators, rest stop operators, and the SAG
(support and gear) vehicle operators. The Amateur Radio Club of Parker County and
other clubs' members were signed up for other various radio positions to support the
bicycle ride event. The forecast was fine.
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The net control plan also called for a Parker County RACES operator to work the
radios in the Parker County Emergency Operations Center (EOC). This operator would
be able to help with radio traffic between the Fire/EMS Dispatchers, the bicycle ride
amateur radio net control, and the county Sherriff's deputies performing traffic control
at busy intersections. The usual ride startup radio traffic came and went, and then the
calls for SAG began to increase for flat tires, broken chains, muscle cramps, and
exhausted riders.
And then, cutting through the steady amateur radio traffic between the net control,
rest stops, and SAGs, a SAG radio operator's voice could be heard transmitting,
"Emergency, Emergency, Emergency." Mike Burns, KE5NCS, SAG 3 was sweeping the
61â
mile course northbound on Bennett Road, following a pilot car and
tractor/lowboy trailer with a large piece of equipment. The tractor-trailer highcentered and stopped on the Union Pacific Railroad road crossing. And then Burns
heard an eastbound train blowing its horn for the road crossing. Net control Jon Diner,
N5JLD, issued a standby, hold all radio traffic order, and transmitted, "Go ahead with
your Emergency traffic, SAG 3."
Burns then transmitted: "Yes, there is a lowboy heavy equipment hauler with a
bulldozer on it that just got high-centered on the railroad tracks at Bennett Road and
Goen Road; it can't move, and there is a train coming." In the EOC, the Fire/EMS
dispatcher said, "What did he just say?" just as net control N5JLD transmitted,
"Please repeat your emergency traffic."
The EOC Ride Control operator, Thad Weikal, KG5ATD, turned up the radio audio to
near maximum so the dispatcher could hear the radio traffic clearly. As SAG 3
KE5NCS was repeating his emergency traffic, the dispatcher said, "I am getting Union
Pacific Railroad on the phone right now." Weikal at the EOC used a Fire/EMS radio to
make a county-wide call to the county law enforcement dispatcher: "County, this is
EOC Ride Control with Emergency traffic." The county dispatcher replied, "Go ahead
with your Emergency traffic, EOC." "County, the railroad tracks at Bennett and Goen
Roads are blocked by a tractor-trailer hauling a bulldozer, and there is a train
approaching." The EOC dispatcher said, "UP has put out an all stop on all trains on
that track." A County Deputy asked, "EOC, what was that location?" "Bennett Road
and Goen Road." "Copy, I am enroute," followed by radio silence.
When the EOC dispatcher's phone rang, the dispatcher answered and relayed, "UP
says that they are showing all trains at full stop on that track." Weikal made a radio
call to the County dispatcher, saying, "County, this is EOC Ride Control, Union Pacific
is reporting all trains at full stop on that track at Bennett Road." "County copies that,
EOC." Weikal then made a radio call to the ride net control, N5JLD: "Net control, this
is EOC." "Go ahead, EOC." "Net control, Union Pacific is reporting all trains on that
track at full stop." "Copy that, EOC." "SAG 3, net control." "SAG 3, go ahead." "SAG
3, EOC is reporting that Union Pacific is showing all trains at full stop on that track at
Bennett Road." "Uh...yeah...I can see...that...." -- the eastbound train had stopped
30 yards short of the tractor-trailer. There were no injuries or equipment damage.
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Weikal reported the road crossing clear 1 1 2 hours later. Yes, an amateur radio
handheld can stop a train.
Thanks went out to all amateur radio volunteers and fire/dispatch operators for their
quick effort to help narrowly prevent a disastrous collision between a train and a
tractor-trailer hauling a bulldozer with a gross weight of 186,000 pounds. -- Thad
Weikal, KG5ATD, Amateur Radio Club of Parker County (Texas) Director

Radio Amateurs Invited to Participate in the
Antarctic Eclipse Festival in December
(The ARRL Letter for October 7, 2021)

The HamSCI Antarctic Eclipse Festival in December is seeking amateur radio
participation. As the shadow of the moon passes across
Antarctica on December 4, it will generate traveling
ionospheric disturbances that will, in turn, affect radio
propagation. The unusual geometry of this year's eclipses
will give researchers an opportunity to investigate
complicated ionospheric dynamics over the poles as the
long daytime of polar summer is briefly interrupted by the
eclipse.
During this and other
HamSCI eclipse festivals, hams and citizenscientists are asked to collect Doppler-shift data
from time-standard stations, such as WWV. All
that's needed is an HF radio connected to a
computer. A GPS-disciplined oscillator is helpful
for collecting data, but it is not required. Data
collection will run from December 1 through
December 10, and the results will be made
available for scientific analysis.
All radio amateurs and shortwave listeners are
invited to join in, even those located far from the
path of totality. In 2020, more than 100
individuals from 45 countries took part in eclipse
festivals.The instructions are available in multiple
languages.

A QSL card image of the
HamSCI Antarctic Eclipse
Festival. [Zo Linker image]

HamSCI is an initiative of ham radio operators and geospace scientists dedicated to
advancing scientific research and understanding through amateur radio activities.
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Eclipse festivals are pilot campaigns for the Personal Space Weather Station (PSWS),
HamSCI's flagship project. The PSWS team seeks to develop a global network of
citizen-science stations. Participants monitor the geospace environment to deepen
scientific understanding and enhance the radio art.
For more information on the Antarctic Eclipse Festival and how to participate, visit the
HamSCI website. -- Thanks to Kristina Collins, KD8OXT

Microsoft Releases Windows Version 11
(The ARRL Letter for October 7, 2021)

The official release date for the new Windows 11 operating system is October 5,
Microsoft has announced, but it will be a slow reveal. Radio amateurs may be eager to
learn if it will run the station software they're running under Windows 7 or Windows
10, and if they'll need new device drivers.
"We are not too concerned," said Tom Wagner, N1MM, of the widely popular, free
logging software that bears his call sign - N1MM Logger+. "One member of the
team and one end user has tested with
Windows 11 and not reported issues. We
will fix them if they arise."
The WSJT-X Development Group is
similarly unconcerned. "A few WSJT-X
users have been running on the beta
Windows 11 release without any issues,"
said Bill Somerville, G4WJS. "This seems
to be reasonable evidence that there
should be no serious problems."
Microsoft said that the free upgrade to Windows 11 has begun rolling out to eligible
Windows 10 PCs, and PCs that come pre-loaded with Windows 11 will start to become
available for purchase on October 5. A prompt to upgrade to Windows 11 will come to
newer devices first, with all eligible devices to receive their updates by next summer,
according to Gear Patrol.
Logbook of The World (LoTW) users are reminded to backup their TQSL Callsign
Certificate using the TQSL File "Backup" utility before updating to Windows 11. You
can then use the TQSL File "Restore" utility to restore TQSL functionality after your
OS update. See https://lotw.arrl.org/lotw-help/multiple-computers/ for details.
(Source: The ARRL Contest Update for October 14, 2021)
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Windows 11 has higher technical requirements than Windows 10, which will be
deprecated in 2025. Microsoft no longer supports Windows 7 or earlier iterations.
Machines will need to have a 64-bit CPU, 4 GB of RAM, 64 GB of storage, and have
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) version 1.2 or later enabled.
Aaron Woodman, General Manager of Windows Marketing at Microsoft, told The
Verge, "We expect all eligible devices to be offered the free upgrade to Windows 11
by mid-2022."
Microsoft will continue to support Windows 10 until October 14, 2025. Read an
expanded version.

Students at UK School for Deaf Youngsters
Enjoy Space Chat
(The ARRL Letter for October 14, 2021)

Ten students at the Mary Hare School for deaf children in the UK took part in what
appears to have been a world-first event for Amateur Radio on the International
Space Station (ARISS). Facilitating the late-morning direct contact with astronaut
Mark Vande Hei, KG5GNP, at NA1SS were ARISS-UK volunteers and members of the
Newbury and District Amateur Radio Society (NADARS).
The ground station used the call sign GB4MHN.
ARISS-UK volunteers handled the technical aspects,
while NADARS members provided students with the
"amateur radio experience" through events and
activities.
Students asked their questions orally, and the
astronaut's replies -- as well as questions and
answers posed by the audience before the contact
began -- were displayed in closed caption format
beneath a huge video screen.

Mary Hare School student
Jacob asks his question
during the Mary Hare
School contact with
astronaut Mark Vande Hei,
KG5GNP, on the ISS.

The Mary Hare School is an aural school for the deaf
that teaches students to develop lip-reading skills
and to make use of technology. Students range in
age from 5 through 19 years old. An enthusiastic
audience of some 250 individuals was in the
auditorium, where the contact took place, while
another 600 students at other locations in the school
observed the contact via a web feed.
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Leading up to the contact, students at the school learned about radio- and spacerelated topics that touched on physics, chemistry, and
biology. Student activities have included designing and
flying model rockets, making astronomical observations,
and observing authentic spacesuits.
Students wanted to know if the astronauts used sign
language in space in case something goes wrong, how
the ISS would be evacuated in the event of a fire, and
whether mobile devices such as cell phones work in
space.
"You made my day!" Vande Hei said after all the
questions had been asked and the students had
applauded.
Thanks to ARISS, Amateur radio equipment has been on board the ISS for more than
20 years, and most astronauts hold ham radio licenses. ARRL The National
Association for Amateur Radio is an ARISS sponsor.

The Intrepid-DX Group has extended the
submission deadline for this year's Youth
"Dream Rig" Essay Contest to November 15,
2021
(The ARRL Letter for October 14, 2021)

The winner of the 2021 contest will be announced on December 1. Those who
submitted an essay last year are invited to submit again. The prize is an Icom IC7300 transceiver. Entry rules: (1) Write and submit a two-page
essay that answers the question, "How can amateur radio evolve
to remain relevant in the age of the internet? (2) Be a US amateur
radio licensee aged 19 or younger. (3) Promise to keep the radio
for 1 year and to use it on the air. (4) Send your essay in text or
MS Word attachment by November 15, 2021 (no Google
documents, please) (5) Alternatively mail it to The Intrepid-DX Group, 3052 Wetmore
Dr, San Jose, CA 95148, USA, postmarked by November 15, 2021. All submissions
become the property of the Intrepid-DX Group and may be published. Contact Paul
Ewing, N6PSE, and visit The Intrepid-DX Group Facebook page for more information.
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ARDC Grants to Fund Amateur Radio Project
Expansions
(The ARRL Letter for October 21, 2021)

Two recent Amateur Radio Digital Communications (ARDC) grants will benefit the
Santa Barbara Amateur Radio Club (SBARC), K6TZ, and Oregon HamWAN.
A $35,550 grant will enable SBARC to construct an amateur radio station at the new
Chrisman California Islands Center (CCIC) in
downtown Carpinteria, California, at the invitation
of the Santa Cruz Island Foundation (SCIF).
According to Levi Maaia, K6LCM, who is the K6TZ
club call sign trustee, the station is scheduled to
open in 2022. SBARC promotes education and
training programs for anyone interested in ham
radio. It also encourages and sponsors experiments in electronics and promotes the
highest standards of practice and ethics in the conduct of communications.
The station will be prominently located near the CCIC main entrance. An interactive
display will provide an overview of amateur radio communications and the role that
amateur radio has played in the history of the islands.
When the station is not staffed, visitors can interact
with it using a custom touchscreen that controls an
interactive presentation on amateur radio and wireless
technologies and their importance to mariners,
aviators, scientists, and explorers who visit the rugged
islands off the California coast. Webcams connected to
the station via SBARC's microwave data network will
offer visitors a view of the island's terrain in real time.
An ARRL-Affiliated club, SBARC already maintains
open repeaters, data systems, and a club station in
Santa Barbara County under the K6TZ call sign.
Oregon HamWAN has received an ARDC grant of
$88,000 to expand its digital communications network. The project aims to enhance
amateur radio digital and emergency communications capabilities between Portland
and Salem, Oregon.
The nonprofit plans to expand its digital communications network by deploying 12
network backbone distribution sites between the two cities. Eventually, the sites will
connect to the Puget Sound Data Ring, which currently extends from Seattle to
Vancouver, Washington. The network would allow emergency management personnel
to communicate in the event of a disaster, such as a major earthquake, that disrupts
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telecommunications systems. In such cases, amateur radio operators will be able to
quickly set up network nodes where they are needed to provide emergency
communication via the Oregon HamWAN digital
network. "This will be a game changer for
emergency communications in the Portland area,"
said Herb Weiner, AA7HW, the Oregon HamWAN
Project Leader.
"Deciding to fund [the] Oregon HamWAN project
was an easy decision," said ARDC Grants Advisory Committee Chair John Hays, K7VE.
"It is a well-organized and well-staffed project that uses multiple amateur radio
technologies, such as the 44Net IP address space, 5 GHz radios, and proven software
methodologies. It will provide a strong backbone network in Oregon and help
preserve our microwave bands."
ARDC is a California-based private foundation that supports innovative amateur radio
projects. The foundation makes grants for projects and organizations that follow
amateur radio's practice and tradition of technical experimentation in both amateur
radio and digital communication science.

WORD TO THE WISE
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29 and October 14, 2021)

Dummy Load
A device, usually representing a 50-ohm resistance, that is used in lieu of an antenna
for transmitter testing or measurement purposes. Note that a transmitted signal will
likely still be radiated when using a dummy load, though at reduced levels. There are
many anecdotes of operators inadvertently working stations using a dummy load.
Some types of dummy loads are used as intentional radiators, for example, lightbulbs
are used in the Lightbulb QSO Party .
W/VE Stations
Often when reading rules for a specific contest, you'll see language like "W/VE
Stations work DX stations; DX stations work everyone." I've been asked on several
occasions, "What's a W/VE station?" W/VE stations are those stations located in the
United States and Canada, while DX stations are the rest of the world. Be careful
though, in some contests Alaska, Hawaii and the US territories are considered DX
(such as ARRL International DX contest), and others they are considered W/VE (such
as ARRL Sweepstakes).
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OPERATING TIP
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29 and October 14, 2021)

It's Okay to Use Visual Aids
When using a club call sign, or when you're in a phone contest with an unfamiliar or
complicated exchange, it's okay to write the call sign and exchange on a piece of
paper to reference during the contest. Use painter's tape to stick it to the computer
monitor just under the screen. Low-tech, effective, and easy to update.
Log those "dupes"
Many contesters have emailed me asking about how to handle "dupes" (duplicate
contacts) in contest logs. Often, they're concerned that they will be penalized for
including such contacts in their logs. While you won't receive any points for duplicate
contacts, there are no extra penalties assessed for including them in your log. If you
work a dupe, just log them, and move on. Leaving both contacts in your log ensures
that you don't receive a NIL (not-in-log) penalty if the station that was a "dupe" in
your log didn't log the first contact with you for some reason

CONVERSATION
(The ARRL Contest Update for September 29, 2021)

Cut Contacts
Cut numbers are used to numerical elements that are part of some contest
exchanges. Most CW contesters don't think twice about sending 5NN, saving 6 dashtimes by not sending 599. Operating in last CQ WW RTTY Contest reminded me of the
trend to minimize the back-and-forth sequence with various smart macros for RTTY.
The normal sequence of a contact goes like this:
N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ
K7RU: K7RU K7RU
N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA 03 WA
K7RU: 599 03 WA 03 WA
N9ADG: TU N9ADG CQ
One technique that has been accepted for a while now is to chain the confirmation of
one contact with the signal report for another with a RTTY macro:
N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ
K7RU: K7RU K7RU
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KZ1W: KZ1W KZ1W
N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA 03 WA
K7RU: 599 03 WA 03 WA
N9ADG: TU K7RU NOW KZ1W 599 03 WA 599 03
...Contact with KZ1W proceeds
Usually operators using N1MM Logger+ have the <F12> key set up to substitute for
<F3>, using some variation of {LOGTHENGRAB}TU NOW {F4}{F5}{RX} ! for the
actual macro.
I'm finding increasing numbers of stations using a different technique -- "cutting" one
"over" completely out, by sending their call and exchange, not just their callsign, in
response to a CQ. Like this:
N9ADG: CQ TEST N9ADG CQ
K7RU: N9ADG K7RU 599 03 WA
Didn't copy it all? Got a different report than you expected from a previous contact
with this station? Just ignore the report and force them into the traditional exchange.
But hey, we all have computers now for logging, especially for RTTY. We know that
we've worked that station as we enter the call sign. The previous contact information
shows up because our logging computers do this for us. As operators, all we need to
do is confirm that the exchange matches the one they gave us the last time, and
respond thusly:
N9ADG: K7RU 599 03 WA TU N9ADG CQ
And...we're done with that contact. Both stations have sent their exchange. Both
stations have copied the exchange.
The last time I mentioned this a few years ago (yes, it's been around for a while), I
got some feedback that this is not to be encouraged. But... why not? The rules don't
specify that a minimum number of transmissions must occur for the exchange, and
the exchanges are being exchanged. If used correctly, it can save time. In N1MM
Logger+, the running station can answer this easily by pressing <F5> <F2> <F3>
keys and letting the macros do the work.
Sure, this isn't the "traditional" way of doing the exchange. But If someone is going to
claim "tradition" as a reason to not do it, I want to see them use a mechanical RTTY
machine in the next contest. Our RTTY equipment has evolved, this is a human
operator adaptation to having these capabilities.
On a personal note: When I became the Editor of the Contest Update in May 2015, I
did so because I was a real fan of the publication that Ward, N0AX, had been putting
together for 12+ years, originally as the Contest Rate Sheet. I found that the mix of
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topics that were contest-related was just the thing to keep the contesting spirit going
between events. In the 6 years that I've been the Editor, I've learned that the Contest
Update only works because of the input and support of ARRL, contest clubs,
companies, and individuals in bringing you the biweekly issues.
Earlier this year, I expressed my interest to ARRL to continue to keep the Contest
Update fresh by giving someone else a chance to entertain and inform you as its
Editor. In August, the plan came together as Paul, N1SFE, ARRL's Contest Program
Manager, was tapped as the next Contest Update Editor, starting in October.
That time is now here. This is my last issue as your Editor.
I have especially appreciated your support as readers, and will miss my every-otherWednesday-morning inbox where your emails arrive in response to the previous
night's issue.
Radio-wise, I'm planning on a personal uptick in contest participation this fall, and
have a few projects that will finally get finished.
See you in the next contest!
--Brian N9ADG
(Note: next month, Paul N1SFE will be replacing Brian as editor of the Contest Update
at ARRL. Source: The ARRL Contest Update for October 14, 2021)

Swap/Shop/Sell/Trade
in The Listening Post
This is the opportunity for you to list your amateur radio related items you either have
for sale, swap or trade. Listings must be of a non-commercial nature. Pictures of the
items can be included.

OARC has vacated a storage unit recently and have several items
FOR SALE that need a new home. Reach out to jdeuel@oarc.org
you are interested.
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This is a Cushcraft MA5V vertical 10
through 20 meter vertical that sells in
today’s market for $359.95.
http://www.hampedia.net/antennas/cushc
raft/ma5v.php
https://www.dxengineering.com/parts/csh
-ma5va
Asking $100.
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For sale is a 20 meter band 3-element
yagi made by Hy-Gain, model LJ-203BA.
https://mfjenterprises.com/products/lj203ba Today’s price is $399.95.
It comes with a pvc pipe with caps for
storage. This was a field day antenna that
was used at least three times I think and
stored in the pvc tube when not in use.
Asking $200. The picture shows the
manual, but the pvc tube (just to the right
of the manual) was not unpacked. The
antenna is in that tube.

There are three Hex Beams for sale on
three bands. The company is no longer in
business, and I really can’t put a price on
them. Most today are multi band and go
for $900. So I guess $150 per band?
This is a link to an 11m Hex Beam as an
example,
https://www.radiowavz.com/product/senti
nel-hex-beam-11-m-single-band/85
10 Meters (left) – asking $50
15 Meters (center) – asking $50
20 Meters (right) – asking $60 and needs
some work, but functional.
We have them, but they are still in the
packages that houses them for storage.
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This antenna is believed to a 10 meter 3
element beam. I don’t know who makes
it. My guess it is Cushcraft,
https://mfjenterprises.com/collections/cus
hcraft/products/ten-3
(Please ignore the gas cans)
It is a little weathered
Asking $45

OARC will not be responsible for any claims that are made in the listings. OARC
reserves the right to reject a submitted item if it is deemed to be inappropriate.
A listing will not be repeated from month to month unless it is resubmitted.
Be sure to include your full name, call, and contact information, along with an exact
description of the item.
Send your amateur radio related items by email directly to: James Deuel,
N0XIA, jdeuel@oarc.org in the following format:
Name, Callsign, Contact information (phone number and/or e-mail address)
Item #1: (Description) Asking price: $
Item #2: (Description) Asking price: $
Or
Looking for (description) and willing to pay up to $
Any item received after the 20th of the month will not be included in the next
month’s issue of The Listening Post newsletter.
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Remember - KB4UT, Wayne Nelson’s Trader Net held every Tuesday night at 8:00 PM,
on the KB4UT 146.760 repeater
If you don’t hear what you want on the net, check The Listening Post.

New ARRL Memberships and ARRL Renewal
Memberships
OARC is an ARRL Affiliated Club and can receive a commission for every new ARRL
membership and renewal we submit to ARRL Headquarters.
For each regular ARRL membership (never been a member of ARRL or any individual
who has lapsed membership of two years or more) or regular ARRL Renewal (can
renew at any time, even before their current membership term expires.
Family, Blind or 21-and-under discounted memberships are not applicable for any
discount.
May not be combined with any other promotion or special offer.
Pick up an application from Rick Peron KM4KQQ an any meeting.

Weekly Radio Network Meetings
Mon @ 20:00

147.090

Seminole ARES Net – Except – First Monday of
the month (146.460 Simplex)

Tues @ 19:00

145.350

Osceola ARES Net

Tues @ 19:30

147.195

Quarter Century Wireless Association

Tues @ 20:00

146.760

Wayne Nelson Trader’s Net

Wed @ 19:00

147.300

Disney Emergency Amateur Radio Service

Wed @ 21:00

432.090

Florida Weak Signal Group

Thur @ 19:00

443.050

Orange County ARES Net

Thur @ 20:30

432.090

Florida Weak Signal Group
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OARC Meetings and Events 2021 - 2022
November 3, Wednesday
December 1, Wednesday

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: TBD, by Dr. Bob Heil, K9EID

No Club Meeting

December 4, Saturday

Holiday Party
Happy New Year --- 2022 ---

January 5, Wednesday
February 2, Wednesday
February 11 - 13
March 16, Wednesday

April 6, Wednesday

May 4, Wednesday

June 1, Wednesday

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: Introduction to DMR by Tim Deagan, KJ8U

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: How to Comply with FCC RF-Exposure Rules by Ed
Hare, W1RFI (Video presentation)

HamCation® 2022
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: HamCation® Wrap Up by Michael Cauley, W4ORL

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: Getting Started with Amateur Satellites by Patrick
Stoddard, WD9EWK

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: The Death of the RS-232 Port: Welcome to LAN
Based Integration by Michael Walker, VA3MW

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: Building out a Ham Radio Trailer by George
Zafiropoulos, KJ6VU

June 25-26
July 6, Wednesday
August 3, Wednesday

ARRL Field Day
Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
Program: Expanding Youngsters on the Air by Sterling Mann,
N0SSC

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds

September 7, Wednesday Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds
October 5, Wednesday

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds

November 2, Wednesday

Meeting, 7:30pm at the Central Florida Fairgrounds

December 1, Saturday

Holiday Party
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OARC Membership Application
Make checks payable to:
Orlando Amateur Radio Club
Mail to:
Orlando Amateur Radio Club
Post Office Box 574962
Orlando FL 32857

To have your membership card mailed to you, please include a SASE with your check.

Date: __/ __/20__

[ ] Regular Member [ ] Family Member [ ] Associate Member
[ ] New Membership [ ] Renewal [ ] CMP

Name: ______________________________________ Call _______________ Class ______________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
City _______________________________________ State _________________ Zip ______________
E-mail Address (print) _________________________________________________________________
(Home) Phone: ___________________ (Cell) Phone _________________ Birth Month_____________
Rates: Regular

[ ] 1 year $15.00

[ ] 3 years $40.00 [ ] 6 years $75.00

Rates: Family

[ ] 1 year $5.00 per family member Husband, Wife or Child under 18

Rates: Associate [ ] 1 year $15.00

Dues Total: __________

All Membership(s) will expire ONE, THREE or SIX year(s) from date paid.
Other Club Affiliations:_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Are you an ARRL Member: [ ] Yes

Name Badges:

[ ] No

White letters on Black background with Gold embossed OARC logo.

[ ] Regular 3” x 1.5” @ $10.00 each
Name: ___________________________________ Call ______________
All badges are to be picked up at the General meeting or add $3.00 for shipping & handling.
Shipping & Handling: [ ] Yes [ ] No
Badges ________ S&H _________ Total ___________
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Member Advertisements

For OARC members only, send your business size ad to:
LP_ads@OARC.org
Just $10 for 12 months!

A1
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